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Abstract

A new and compact photoacoustic sensor for trace gas detection in the 2–2.5�m atmospheric window is reported. Both the development of
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ntimonide-based DFB lasers with singlemode emission in this spectral range and a novel design of photoacoustic cell adapted to the c
f these lasers are discussed. The laser fabrication was made in two steps. The structure was firstly grown by molecular beam epitaxy th
FB grating was processed. The photoacoustic cell is based on a Helmholtz resonator that was designed in order to fully benefit from
ivergent emission of the antimonide laser. An optimized modulation scheme based on wavelength modulation of the laser source com
econd harmonic detection has been implemented for efficient suppression of wall noise. Using a 2211 nm laser, sub-ppm detection lim
emonstrated for ammonia.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) has proven to be a very
ttractive technique for trace gas detection at parts-per-million
ppm) to parts-per-billion (ppb) range. It is based on sound
eneration in a gaseous sample resulting from absorption of
modulated laser beam. The detection of this sound using a

ensitive microphone gives a linear response with respect to the
ffective concentration of the target gas. The major advantages of

his method are a high sensitivity (down to sub-ppb level), a high
inearity (over several orders of magnitude) and a wavelength-
ndependent detection scheme, since acoustic detection is used
nstead of optical detection. This last feature makes this tech-
ique very well adapted for detection in the mid-infrared range,
here photodetectors are costly and show poor performances,
hereas mid-infrared is a very attractive spectral region for spec-
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troscopy, since the absorption lines of most of the target g
(including CO, CH4, NH3 and HF) are one or two orders
magnitude stronger than in the near-infrared.

More particularly, the 2–2.5�m range is very attractive fo
laser spectroscopy, since it is located in an atmospheric
mission window where absorption by water vapour and ca
dioxide is weak and where standard glass optical elements
dows, lenses) can still be used with reasonable losses. The
the development of suitable laser sources in this spectral
for gas sensing is of great interest. The main important
properties required for this type of applications are a sin
mode emission and adequate spectral tunability in order to p
a single absorption line of the target species and to mini
the influence of interferents. When PAS is considered, op
power is another key parameter towards high sensitivity s
photoacoustic (PA) signal linearly depends on the incident
cal power. We report in this paper the development of DFB la
in the 2–2.5�m range and their application in trace gas sen
using PAS. Part of this work has been achieved in the frame
European project including both laser manufacturers and se
386-1425/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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designers. Antimonide-based semiconductor DFB lasers have
been fabricated in a two-step process by CEM2 at University of
Montpellier II (France) and Nanoplus (Germany). CEM2 made
the growth of the laser structures and then Nanoplus processed a
DFB grating to get singlemode emission. Later, these lasers were
implemented in measuring systems for trace gas sensing using
PAS by Omnisens in collaboration with EPFL (both in Switzer-
land). In order to benefit from the particular characteristics of
these lasers, a novel PA cell based on a Helmholtz-resonator con-
figuration has been developed and tested. Different gas species
(CH4, NH3) have been probed at trace level using this novel PA
cell and various DFB lasers developed at different wavelengths.
Among these achievements, we report here sub-ppm detection
limit for ammonia using the developed PA sensor in conjunction
with a 2211 nm DFB laser developed for this purpose.

2. Antimonide-based DFB laser diodes

2.1. Lasers fabrication

The laser structures were grown at CEM2 by solid-source
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). The MBE system used in
Montpellier is a RIBER Compact 21E system equipped with
two valved As and Sb cracker cells. The growth was carried
out at 480◦C on a n-type GaSb substrate. Layers constituting
the structures were grown in the following order (seeFig. 1): a
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Fig. 2. Typical emission spectrum of an InGaAsSb/AlGaAsSb based quantum
wells laser. Singlemode emission is demonstrated with a SMSR > 30 dB.

decreased to 5× 1017 cm−3 in order to reduce the inter-valence
band absorption.

Standard technology for the fabrication of DFB laser diodes
for optical telecommunication applications uses an etched grat-
ing buried within the laser structure. After an interruption of
the growth of the layers the grating is structured using photo-
lithography and wet- or dry-etching processes. After the etch-
ing the growth of the laser structure is finished. The need of
an overgrowth after the grating process makes this technol-
ogy very unsuitable for Aluminum containing material systems.
Nanoplus has developed a technology that uses a lateral metal
grating beside a ridge waveguide structure for the coupling
between the light wave and the grating. The growth of the
complete laser structure is finished in one step without any inter-
ruption before starting the DFB processing. After the epitaxy, a
ridge waveguide structure is defined using lithography and trans-
ferred into the semiconductor surface by dry etching processes.
In the next step, a metal grating is fabricated on both sides of
the ridge using electron beam lithography and lift-off technol-
ogy. The overlap of the lightwave with the metal lateral grating
causes a single mode emission of the laser diode. According to
the first order Bragg equation (λ =Λ/2× neff, with λ represent-
ing the emission wavelength,Λ the period of the lateral grating
andneff the effective index of refraction of the laser structure) the
emitting wavelength of the laser is directly related to the period
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5 nm-thick n-type GaSb buffer, a 120 nm-thick n-layer gra
rom Al0.10Ga0.90As0.03Sb0.97 to Al0.90Ga0.10As0.08Sb0.92, a
.5�m-thick Al0.90Ga0.10As0.08Sb0.92 n-type (2× 1018 cm−3,
e) cladding layer, an undoped active zone consisting of
0 nm-thick 1.6 % compressively strained QWs of Ga0.65

n0.35As0.08Sb0.92 separated by two 35 nm-thick Al0.25Ga0.75
s0.02Sb0.98 electronic barriers and enclosed between 375

hick Al0.25Ga0.75As0.02Sb0.98 spacers, a 1.5�m-thick p-type
l0.90Ga0.10As0.08Sb0.92 (5× 1018 cm−3, Be) cladding laye
120 nm-thick p-layer graded from Al0.90Ga0.10As0.08Sb0.92

o Al0.10Ga0.90As0.03Sb0.97 (1× 1019 cm−3, Be), and finally a
.25�m p+-GaSb cap layer (Fig. 1). The p-doping level of th
rst 0.2�m of the upper cladding near the active zone

ig. 1. Typical profile of the conduction and valence bands in
nGaAsSb/AlGaAsSb quantum wells lasers.
f the lateral grating. Planarization of the ridge and metalliza
nish the laser process. A typical emission spectrum of a si
ode DFB laser diode fabricated with this technology is sh

n Fig. 2. The spectrum was measured at room temperatu
ontinuous wave (cw) operation mode using a grating spec
ter with 1150 mm focal length. The signal was detected
bS detector and lock-in amplifier. It is clearly seen that
mission spectra is singlemode and the side mode suppr
atio (SMSR) for this device is higher than 30 dB. InFig. 3, the
mission wavelength of a series of devices is plotted as a fun
f the grating period. Each of the devices has a slightly diffe
rating period. By changing the grating period from 304.4
p to 306.68 nm, the wavelength of the DFB laser diodes c
hifted from 2209.15 nm to 2226.47 nm. This allows the rea
ion of singlemode lasers over the complete gain region o
pitaxial wafer.
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Fig. 3. Fine adjustment of the laser wavelength by DFB grating period change.

2.2. Lasers characterization

Among the various DFB lasers processed for different emis-
sion wavelengths, one laser emitting in the 2211-nm range has
been selected in view of the realization of an ammonia sensor
due to its coincidence with two rather strong NH3 lines belong-
ing to theν2 + ν3 band.

A characterization of this DFB laser in terms of optical power
and wavelength tunability has been performed. Laser power has
been measured as a function of the injection current at different
temperatures ranging from 15◦C to 40◦C using a thermal pow-
ermeter (Melles-Griot 13PEM001) directly mounted in front of
the laser, without any collecting optics. The observed threshold
current was in the range of 20–30 mA and the maximum mea-
sured optical power was 3.4 mW (atT = 15◦C andI = 100 mA),
as shown inFig. 4. This value was probably slightly underesti-
mated due to an incomplete collection of the laser emission in
our experimental set-up (due to the high divergence of the laser
emission and to the limited aperture of the detector).

Laser wavelength and tuning coefficients were measured
using a wavemeter (Burleigh WA-1000) with a picometer reso-
lution. A nicely continuous tunability has been observed in the
whole range of current and for temperatures from 20◦C to 40◦C
as shown inFig. 5. For lower temperatures, some mode hops
occur for injection current below 80 mA. Typical tuning coeffi-
cients of−2 GHz/mA and−9 GHz/◦C have been measured.

F tures
(

Fig. 5. Wavelength tunability of a 2211 nm DFB laser as a function of the injec-
tion current at different laser temperatures.

For all these measurements, the laser was mounted in a TO
5.6 windowless package and was temperature-stabilized using
a commercial TE-cooled laser mount (Thorlabs TCLDM9).

3. Helmholtz-based photoacoustic spectroscopy

The developed DFB lasers have a largely divergent emission,
as previously shown for a laser of the same type emitting at
a slightly longer wavelength of 2372 nm for CH4 sensing[1].
Typical divergence angles of 22◦ horizontally and 46◦ vertically
(half angle at 1/e2) were obtained in that case. As a result of
the high divergence of the laser, a poor efficiency is expected
in the collection of the emitted optical power using collimating
optics, thus resulting in large optical losses, extremely detri-
mental to PAS, since PA sensitivity directly depends on optical
power. For this reason, a novel Helmholtz resonator configura-
tion, which can positively exploit the divergence of the laser, has
been designed and developed.

3.1. Theoretical background

A Helmholtz resonator is an acoustic system made of two
volumes connected by a tube. When the acoustic wavelength
is much larger than the resonator dimensions and the tube con-
siderably small compared to the volumes, this resonant system
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ig. 4. L–I curves of a 2211 nm DFB laser measured at different tempera
from 15◦C to 40◦C with 5◦C step).
ehaves like a RLC electrical circuit, where the volumes co
pond to capacitors and the tube to a resistance and an indu
n series as represented inFig. 6. Such a circuit shows a res
ance peak at the Helmholtz frequency:

0 = 1

2π
√

L · Ceq
(1)

hereCeq is an equivalent capacitor:

eq = C1 · C2

C1 + C2
(2)

he quality factor of the resonance is given by:

= 2πf0
L

R
(3)

Theory of acoustics establishes some mathematical ex
ions of the equivalent electrical parametersR, L andC as a func
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic representation of a Helmholtz resonator. (b) Equivalen
electrical circuit.

tion of the shape and dimensions of the corresponding acoust
elements. According to[2], the capacitors depend on the volume
Vi, the air densityρ and the speed of soundc (Ci = Vi/ρc2), while
the inductance and resistance are frequency-dependent and va
with respect to tube lengthl and radiusa, to the air densityρ
and viscosityη. Analytical expressions are obtained forL and
R only in the two limit conditions whererv = a

√
2πfρ/η < 1

(L =ρl/πa2 andR = 8ηl/πa4) andrv > 100 (L = 4ρl/πa2 and to
R = l

√
4fρη/a3). These relations, along with Kirchhoff’s laws

for electrical circuits, lead to the following theoretical expres-
sion for the so-called cell constant (i.e. the ratio between the PA
signal generated in the cell and the absorbed optical power) a
f = f0:

Ccell = (γ − 1)
πa2Qc2

l′V1 V2(2πf0)3
(4)

whereγ = Cp/Cv is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pres-
sure and constant volume,c the sound velocity,a the radius of
the connecting tube,V1 andV2 the volumes andl′ = l + 1.7a the
effective length of the connecting tube, i.e. the physical length
l increased by a tube-end correction factor[3]. Eqs.(1), (3) and
(4), together with the mathematical expressions established i
[2], give the following dependence of the cell constant atf = f0
as a function of its geometrical parameters in the case of a sym
metrical resonator (V1 = V2 = V):

C

Hence, the cell efficiency is proportional to the tube dimen-
sions and inversely proportional to the volumes size, so that
small volumes and large tube lead to the best performances
at first glance. However, the tube must be kept considerably
smaller than the volumes in order to ensure correct Helmholtz
resonator behaviour. Moreover, a certain number of geomet-
rical and technical restrictions need to be respected. Physical
conditions must be fulfilled to avoid the presence of acoustic
eigenmodes, whereas technical considerations must be taken
into account in order to make possible the positioning of dif-
ferent external elements, such as a microphone, a loud-speaker
and gas inlet and outlet. Therefore, a trade-off on the cell dimen-
sions has been found, taking into account all these conditions.

Since the acoustic wavelength is much larger than the cell
dimensions, an important property of Helmholtz resonators is
that the sound wave at a given time is approximately the same
in each point of the resonator volumes, but is of opposite phase
in the two volumes. In other words, the acoustic resonance does
not depend on the location where the sound is either generated
or measured, as it is the case for modal resonances, for which
the sound magnitude depends on the overlap integral between
the laser beam and the acoustic mode. In a Helmholtz resonator,
the PA signal is independent from the laser beam geometry.
This peculiarity makes Helmholtz resonators well adapted to be
used with strongly divergent, non-collimated lasers. Moreover, a
strong divergence, combined with high internal surface reflectiv-
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ty, which may be obtained using gold-coated walls, increase
ffective interaction length between light and gas, thus imp

ng the PA sound generation. This configuration also offer
dvantage to limit the number of optical elements to be used
educing the optical power losses, leading to a simple, com
nd efficient sensing scheme insensitive to alignment prob

.2. Novel compact Helmholtz-based PA cell

As the acoustic efficiency of a Helmholtz resonator is rou
nversely proportional to its size, the dimensions of the
ell have been made as small as possible. The final s

ncludes a window and the gas inlet in the first volume a
icrophone (Knowles EK-3132), a loud-speaker for acou

esonance tracking (Kingstate KDM 13008-03) and the gas
et in the other volume (seeFig. 7). The first volume of th
esonator is illuminated by the divergent laser beam. In ord
aximize the optical power launched into the cell, the las
ositioned as close as possible from the 1-mm thick cell
ow. The laser divergence is exploited by using multiple op
eflections on the volume internal surface, in order to incr
he effective interaction length between light and gas. The
iency of internal reflections is enhanced by depositing a
oating on the cell walls. This gold coating is also expe
o improve the response time of the cell for the measure
f polar molecules such as NH3 that tends to stick to the ce
alls, as gold is known to be an efficient material to reduce
dsorption/desorption effects[4].

Due to the very small size of the cell, each small para
olume (gas inlet/outlet, microphone, loud-speaker) has an
nce on the acoustic response of the cell. To partially over
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Fig. 7. (a) Schematic representation of the new photoacoustic cell. (b) Picture
of the photoacoustic cell. The global size does not exceed 6 cm.

this issue, an acoustic “silencer” (made of a volume and a duct
in series, the length of both being an odd multiple of a quarter of
the acoustic wavelength in order to simulate an infinite acoustic
impedance) has been added on both sides of the cell. Acoustic
characterization of the cell has been performed by filling the cell
with an absorbing gas and by exciting it using a laser of adequat
wavelength.Fig. 8 displays the frequency response of the cell
obtained using a 2372 nm DFB laser and CH4 as an absorbing
species. The Helmholtz resonance is observed at 2.6 kHz with
quality factorQ ∼= 25, which is comparable to our knowledge to
the best values reported in the literature for Helmholtz resonato
used in PAS (see for example[5–7]). Similar performances have
been obtained when exciting the resonance with a loud-speake
The small resonance peaks observed at 1.8 kHz and 3.6 kHz a
due to longitudinal resonance modes in the tubes and the vo
umes of the silencers, but they are far enough from the Helmholt
resonance not to affect the measurement.

The limiting factor of the simple geometry of our Helmholtz
resonator that uses internal reflections in the excitation volume

F DFB
l d at
2

of the PA cell is associated to spurious wall noise that occurs as
a result of light absorption by the cell walls. In this geometry,
most of the light is eventually absorbed by the walls of the cell
and not in the gas. As a result, walls are heated and also generate
an acoustic wave at the laser modulation frequency. This para-
sitic sound acts as a noise that induces an offset in the measured
acoustic signal and thus limits the sensitivity of the PA cell. One
way to reduce the importance of this noise is to use appropriate
wavelength modulation (WM) instead of intensity modulation
(IM). Semiconductor lasers may be intensity- or wavelength-
modulated depending on the laser modulation parameters, i.e.
the operating current and modulation depth[8]. The use of WM
enables to reduce the effect of wall noise, since wall absorption
is wavelength-independent (on a narrow spectral range compa-
rable to the width of a molecular absorption line) and is thus
not able to induce an acoustic wave in case of pure laser WM.
However, pure WM cannot be achieved when modulating the
injection current of a semiconductor laser and residual IM is
always present[9], which prevents a total suppression of wall
noise. However, higher suppression rate may be achieved by
combining WM and harmonic detection. In the WM-dominated
regime, the generated PA signal is essentially proportional to
the derivative of the target absorption line, whereas it is directly
proportional to the absorption coefficient in the IM-dominated
regime. Furthermore, nth harmonic detection may be performed
with WM, which gives rise to anth derivative of the absorption
l tion
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ig. 8. Acoustic response of the novel PA cell measured using a 2372 nm
aser tuned to a CH4 absorption line. The Helmholtz resonance is locate
.6 kHz and has a quality factor around 25.
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ine. Since IM essentially occurs at the fundamental modula
requency in a semiconductor laser, second harmonic (2f) detec-
ion enables to efficiently suppress wall noise, while maintai
strong PA signal. Practically, 2f-PAS has been implemented
odulating the laser current at half the Helmholtz frequenc

hat 2f-PA signal has been generated at the Helmholtz frequ
n order to benefit from the resonator amplification. The
iency of wall noise suppression using this modulation sch
s illustrated inFig. 9, which shows a comparison between
esponse of the PA cell for 1f and 2f detection. These resu
ere obtained in a preliminary characterization of the cell

ormed with a 2372 nm DFB laser used for CH4 sensing[1]. A
ery large offset is observed in the PA signal in absence of4
or 1f detection, whereas an offset-free signal is obtained wf
etection. As a result of these observations, WM with 2f detec-

ion was then always used, in particular for ammonia sensi
211 nm.

.3. Ammonia sensing

As shown in Section2.2, the DFB laser used for NH3 sensing
an be continuously tuned between 2210 nm and 2215 nm. I
ange, several absorption lines of ammonia have been mea
nd identified as shown inFig. 10. The PA spectrum of ammon
as been measured in this case using laser IM and 1f detection

n order to enable easy comparison with the spectrum c
ated from Hitran database[10]. The large offset observed in t
xperimental spectrum is induced by wall noise as discuss
ection3.2. Among these lines, the two strongest are loc
t, respectively, 2211.2 nm and 2213.9 nm. The assignme

hese lines isarR(6,9) andarR(4,0), respectively. The form
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Fig. 9. Experimental demonstration of the efficiency of wall noise suppression in
the PA cell by combining wavelength modulation with 2f detection (b) compared
to 1f detection (a). The amplitude of the measured acoustic signal is displayed
as a function of the CH4 concentration when the PA cell was illuminating using
a 2372 nm DFB laser tuned to an absorption line of methane.

has a slightly lower absorption coefficient (0.55 cm−1 versus
0.63 cm−1 at atmospheric pressure), but this line can be reached
at a lower laser temperature (for the same injection current), thus
with an optical power approximately 20% higher compared to
the latter. As the PA signal linearly depends on optical power,
ammonia detection has been performed at 2211.2 nm.

A typical 2f PA signal obtained by scanning the laser through
the NH3 line (by varying the laser temperature) is shown in

Fig. 10. Absorption spectrum of ammonia in the 2209–2215 nm range. The
dashed curve represents the spectrum calculated from Hitran database, where
the solid curve is the measured PA signal corresponding to 100 ppm of NH3.
The circle shows the absorption line used for ammonia sensing.

Fig. 11. 2f PA signal of thearR(6,9) line of ammonia at 2211.2 nm. The measure-
ment has been performed by scanning the laser temperature. A typical second
derivative of the absorption line is obtained. The positive effect of the cell internal
gold coating is demonstrated by comparing the signals obtained in an uncoated
stainless steel cell (dashed line) and in a gold-coated cell (solid line), showing
an enhancement by a factor of four.

Fig. 11. A second derivative of the absorption line is obtained,
as expected. The positive effect of the cell internal gold coating
is also demonstrated and an enhancement of the PA signal by a
factor of four has been measured with the gold-coated cell com-
pared to the original stainless steel PA cell. This improvement
mainly results from the higher surface reflectivity provided by
the gold coating, which increases the interaction length between
light and gas.

A multi-gas controlling unit (MKS 647C) with mass flow
controllers (MKS 1179) has been used to generate different con-
centrations of NH3 from a certified cylinder of 100 ppm buffered
in nitrogen. The PA signal has been measured for each concen-
tration and results are displayed inFig. 12. Excellent linearity
(R2 > 0.99) has been obtained with a detection limit (defined for
a signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 3) of 0.5 ppm for an integration
time of 10 s. The experimental cell constantCexp is defined as:

Cexp = U

MαPoC
, (6)

F e dots
r resents
t ration
t

as
ig. 12. Sensor response as a function of ammonia concentration. Th

epresent experimental data, the line is a linear fit and the dashed line rep
he detection limit, defined for a signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 3 and an integ
ime of 10 s. The detection limit corresponds to 0.5 ppm of NH3.
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whereU is the measured photoacoustic signal,M the micro-
phone sensitivity (in [V/Pa]),α the absorption coefficient of
the target gas,Po the average optical power andC is the gas
concentration. A valueCexp= 660 [Pa W−1 cm] is obtained for
our Helmholtz-based PA cell. This is approximately one order
of magnitude smaller than the value reported for the differen-
tial Helmholtz resonator from Źeninari et al.[5], which may be
explained by the 10-fold higher operation frequency of our cell,
since the cell constant varies as 1/f2 according to Eqs.(3) and (4).
However, the higher resonant frequency of our cell offers other
advantages, such as in term of immunity to ambient acoustic
noise.

4. Conclusion

Antimonide-based DFB laser have been produced in a
wide spectral range in the 2–2.5�m atmospheric window.
These lasers present all the required properties for high res-
olution gas sensing applications, such as singlemode emis-
sion with >30 dB SMSR and continuous tunability over
several nanometers. The tunability enables precise adjust-
ment of the laser wavelength to a molecular absorption
line and can also provide possibilities to perform multi-
gas detection by sequentially addressing different absorption
lines.

Regarding PAS applications, these lasers deliver an optical
p kes
d ese
r wi
t on
a sion
d and
m the
e nce
m d by
g ns.
A
h adin
t ents
F ise

ratio SNR = 3) for NH3 at 2211 nm with only 3 mW of optical
power has been demonstrated.

The developed detection system presents important compet-
itive advantages in terms of size and robustness. In addition to
being quite simple, the cell design does not include any moving
parts, requires very simple and uncritical optical alignment that
guarantees robustness and long term stable operation. The cell
design is also totally compatible with any semiconductor laser,
without any required collecting or collimating optics, in oppo-
sition to the other photoacoustic systems. In addition, this cell
design represents an attractive solution for the implementation
of PAS with quantum-cascade lasers (QCL) in the mid-infrared,
since these laser sources also suffer from a highly divergent
emission that is extremely difficult to be efficiently collected.
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